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NAGAWORLD – UNVEILS CAMBODIA REPRESENTATIVE - MISS
TOURISM QUEEN OF THE YEAR INTERNATIONAL 2016
Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 30th November 2016 – NagaWorld, as the Official Hotel and Venue of Miss
Cambodia 2016, was honoured to present the Cambodia representative for the 22nd Miss Tourism Queen
of the Year International 2016 (MTQYI2016), as Ms. Pen Punnavath.
The send-off press party, organised in conjunction with Arise Agency, was held on November 30, 2016 at
the NagaWorld. Ms. Pen Punnavath (19 years old), was fourth runner-up and Miss Fitness award winner
of the recently concluded Miss Cambodia 2016.
Ms. Pen Punnavath will travel to Shanghai, China for two weeks in preparation for the finale of MTQYI2016
to be held on Sunday, December 18, 2016. NagaWorld has proudly sponsored the return flights for Miss
Cambodia to attend.
The Miss Tourism Queen of the Year International 2016 is an international event that honours women
who gracefully uphold the epitome of beauty, poise, good moral character and personality. The franchise
owner and President of the pageant, Tan Sri Datuk Danny Ooi, was recently a guest judge at the Miss
Tourism Metropolitan International 2016, also held at NagaWorld.
As a proud and beautiful Cambodian woman, Ms. Pen Punnavath will have the opportunity to represent
the Kingdom at this international pageant and showcase her talent in the form of Bokator, a renowned
Khmer martial art. She will also wear the national costume to showcase traditional fashion in Khmer silk
design, among others.
NagaWorld congratulates Ms. Pen Punnavath as she competes to bring further prestige and honour to
the Kingdom of Cambodia and competes for her first International Beauty Pageant. She attends in
cooperation with Ministry of Tourism and Ministry of Cultural and Fine Arts.
NagaWorld is proud to be part of this endeavour as it supports Cambodia to excel on an international
platform in showcasing the Kingdom.
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About NAGAWORLD®
Meet, feast, relax, party, and play at NagaWorld®, best non-stop entertainment capital.
Amidst the picturesque terrain of the Mekong and Tonle Sap River lies the vibrant landmark of Phnom
Penh. NagaWorld® is strategically sited in the capital city of Cambodia, a city rich in Khmer history.
According to legend, NagaWorld® derived its name from the mythical fable of a 7-headed snake or “Naga.”
The majestic snake was believed to be residing in the rivers and guarding the entrance to Phnom Penh.
The tale revealed its only sighting during the appearance of a rainbow and was thus considered highly
auspicious. Reminiscent of a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow, NagaWorld® was likened to a promising
symbol of new beginnings and prosperity.
NagaWorld® has attracted a broad range of guests from the free-spirited holiday maker seeking a
comfortable refuge, to the intrepid world traveller, to the entertainment connoisseur. NagaWorld®,
Phnom Penh is the first and best-in-class integrated Hotel, entertainment complex in fast-emerging
Cambodia, owned by a holding company – NagaCorp, listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Consisting
of some 1 million square feet with over 711 Suites and Deluxe Rooms, an all-suite luxurious spa, shopping
gallery, 18 Food & Beverage outlets, extensive entertainment services and premium meeting spaces with
state-of-the-art facilities, and one of the country’s largest hotel convention spaces that accommodates
more than 1,000 delegates.
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